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1. Introduction

The investigation of railway vehicles aerodynamics is of great
importance both for economic and safety reasons; in fact, knowing the
wind loads acting on a train-set allows, on the one hand, to address en-
ergy consumption issues and, on the other hand, to study the aero-
dynamic stability of the train. In this field, research has been mainly
focused on passenger trains as they travel at higher speeds and are much
lightweight with respect to freight trains (Baker et al., 2009; Baker, 2013;
Cui et al., 2014; Dorigatti et al., 2015; Paradot et al., 2015; Premoli et al.,
2016).

In recent years, environmental concerns and cost savings opportu-
nities (at least for long-medium distances), increased the interest towards
goods transportation by means of freight trains. However, simpler lo-
gistics management and door to door operation, still represent factors
making road transportation strongly attractive. Increasing operating
speed of freight trains appears as a way to improve the competitiveness of
rail transportation overcoming part of its logistics limits.

In general, high speed poses a series of safety issues associated with
the dynamics of the whole trainset and of the single vehicle (Cheli, Di
Gialleonardo, Melzi). In the specific case of freight trains, due to the poor
aerodynamic characteristics of the wagons, also crosswind may influence
i).
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running stability even for speed below 200 km/h (Giappino et al., 2016).
Moreover, intermodal freight trains carrying shipping containers, are
characterised by wagons of various sizes, known as flatcars, well-cars and
skeletonised cars. As a consequence, while in passenger trains wagons are
in tight composition and the front section of a vehicle is not directly
exposed to wind, in intermodal freight trains a significant gap between
adjacent vehicles may be present. This variable loading configuration can
have a strong impact on both the running safety, due to the overturning
risk associated to cross wind but also the energy consumption and, thus,
the transportation costs, especially when high-speed operation is
required.

The necessity to operate goods trains at higher speed has thus given
an impulse to the study of the aerodynamics of freight wagons with a
particular focus on the optimization of the loading configuration of train
used for intermodal transport.

Researches carried out in recent years are mainly focused on the
analysis of aerodynamic efficiency, by using CFD analysis and wind
tunnel tests. Considering the most recent ones, the evaluation of the
aerodynamic drag coefficient with CFD analysis in Kedare et al. (2015) is
performed for two different wagons geometries while in €Osth and
Krajnovi�c (2014) allows to determine the effect of the boundary condi-
tions. According to the study carried out by €Osth and Krajnovi�c, the drag
D 4.0 license http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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Fig. 1. 1:20 scaled model of the convoy in the High-Speed test section of the
Politecnico di Milano Wind Tunnel.
coefficient of the wagon when included in the train was found to be 90%
lower than a wagon in free-stream. More recently, the effect on the drag 
of the wagon length and position in a train was numerically studied in 
Maleki et al. (2017), also accounting for upstream and downstream gap 
spacings. This last work is based on wind tunnel tests carried out with the 
same scope on reduced-scale wagon models as described in Li et al.
(2017).

In alternative to CFD and wind tunnel analyses, semi-empirical for-
mulations were proposed to predict the drag on a single vehicle in a 
given position along a train-set and to estimate the overall drag of a train 
(Lai et al., 2008b; Beagles and Fletcher, 2013). Evaluation of the 
efficiency of a load configuration and methods for its optimization are 
presented in Lai et al. (2008a).

Effects of aerodynamics on running safety did not receive the same 
attention, though the importance of this investigation was also remarked 
by the evidence of some crosswind accidents, which involved empty 
containers being blown away by the wind (Rail Accident Investigation 
Branch (RAIB), 2008). In Alam and Watkins (2007a) and Alam and 
Watkins (2007b), wind tunnel tests with a specific container wagon 
(double stacked) are performed to evaluated the aerodynamic co-
efficients as a function of the wind angles: the main limitation of these 
results is that they refer to a wagon in isolation, without accounting for 
the presence of the other wagons. Hemida and Baker (Hemida and Baker, 
2010) evaluate the aerodynamic coefficients of a generic container 
wagon (single-stacked) using large-eddy simulation and accounting for 
the influences of the neighbouring wagons by imposing spanwise peri-
odicity. The results are obtained for a crosswind at 90� yaw angle, with 
and without moving ground simulation. In Zhou et al. (2007), CFD 
analysis is used to compare, in terms of aerodynamic coefficients, 
different types of wagons while in Li and Tian (2012), the effect on the 
overturning risk due to cross wind of specific cross-loading structures 
positioned in correspondence of the gap between wagons, is studied by 
means of wind tunnel tests for double-deck vehicles. A more general 
study on the effect of the container loading efficiency and the presence of 
gap in front or behind a container on the aerodynamic coefficients is 
carried out in Soper et al. (2015), by means of moving model cross wind 
experiments conducted at the University of Birmingham's TRAIN rig fa-
cility. The tests, carried out at a yaw angle of 30� for three different 
consists, allowed to conclude that a reduced loading efficiency and, in 
particular, the presence of a gap in front of the container lead to an 
increasing on the aerodynamic forces and, as a consequence, to an higher 
overturning risk.

In this work, a more general analysis of the aerodynamics of a freight 
train for intermodal transportation was experimentally carried out by 
means of wind tunnel tests on steady models. A 1:20 model of a trainset 
made up of three vehicles (1 engine and 2 flat car wagons) was analysed 
considering eight different loading configurations and measuring the 
forces and moments generated by relative wind.

The main goal of this work is to evaluate the effects of different 
loading configurations at different yaw angles on the rollover moment 
coefficient, in order to find the best configuration minimizing the over-
turning risk associated to the cross wind. In particular, with respect to the 
results already presented in technical literature, in this work aero-
dynamic coefficients were identified for all yaw angles between wind 
and train-set ranging from 0� to 90�. In fact, as demonstrated in Giappino 
et al. (2016), due to the low operating speed, the range of critical yaw 
angle for lightweight railway vehicles for urban and suburban use, is 
between 40� and 55�. Critical yaw angles for high-speed trains are instead 
between 10� and 30�.

Moreover, the Characteristic Wind Curves of low-speed trains are 
generally more sensible to the wind direction than that of high-speed 
trains; for these reasons, in order to correctly evaluate the overturning 
risk of such a vehicles, it is important to analyse the whole distribution of 
the coefficients over the angles of attack. In addition, considering that 
the lateral wind is critical not only for the overturning risk but also for 
the anchorage of the container itself, the aerodynamic coefficients have 

been
evaluated on both the whole of wagon (flat-carþ container) and the only
container. Finally, focusing the analysis on the drag coefficient with
lateral wind, the effect of different configurations on the aerodynamic
efficiency was evaluated.

In the next section the experimental wind tunnel setup and the tested
configurations are described while in section 3 the results are shown and
discussed.

The research activity presented in this paper is part of SIFEG project
funded by the Italian Ministry of Economic Development (MISE). The
project aims at increasing competitiveness of rail transportation by
improving its logistic aspects and by designing high-speed container
trains able to operate on high speed lines.

2. Wind tunnel tests

2.1. Test characteristics

Wind tunnel tests were performed on a 1:20 scale model of a freight
train (Fig. 1). The convoy was tested in a flat-ground scenario (without
ballast and rails), which is one of the reference scenarios described in the
TSI 232/2008 standard European Rail Agency (2008).

The train model is composed by 3 vehicles: one front engine and two
freight carriages instrumented to measure the aerodynamic forces.

The convoy composition was chosen in order on the basis of a trade-
off between the minimum Re number required by the EN 14067-6
(Re¼ 2.5 105) and the minimum number of vehicles necessary to
correctly account for the boundary conditions to evaluate the crosswind
performance of a railway vehicle (Baker et al., 2009; Baker, 2013). The
selected solution complies with the requirements of the international
standards (TSI 232/2008 and EN 14067-6) for the evaluation of the
aerodynamic coefficients useful for the crosswind analysis, which is the
main objective of the present paper. On the other hand, the authors are
aware that the low number of vehicles penalises the correct evaluation of
the drag coefficient, especially in terms of absolute value. In Golova-
nevskiy et al. (2012), the authors state, by means of numerical and wind
tunnel experimental tests, that for long open cargo railway trains the
model consisting of six rail cars with two streamlined bodies is the
optimal configuration. Otherwise, from the presented results, it is
possible to see that the main effects, due to different long compositions,
are on the drag coefficient values and that the trend of this coefficient
with the angle of attack is not influenced by the number of vehicles in the
composition.

The wind tunnel is a closed circuit facility in vertical arrangement
having two test sections, a 4� 4 m2 high speed low turbulence and a
14� 4 m2 low speed boundary layer test section. Tests were carried out
in the High-Speed test section, whose characteristics are listed in Table 1.
The test chamber is provided with a turntable (diameter 2.5m) allowing
to vary the yaw angle.



Size Maximum speed ΔU/U It

4� 4 55m/s < �0.2% <0.1%

Table 2
Overall dimensions of the real vehicles and corresponding models.

Real values [mm] 1/20 scale nominal values [mm]

Engine length 18480 924
Engine width 2920 146
Engine height 3620 181
Wagon length 12800 640
Wagon width 2438 121.9
Wagon height 3792 189.6

Table 1
Main characteristics of the high-speed test section.
Tests were performed in the high-speed test section in conditions of
low turbulence, with different Reynolds numbers, in agreement with the
requirements of TSI 232/2008 (Tux � 2:5%, par. G.5.1.2.2, European
Rail Agency (2008)).

2.1.1. Flow characteristics
The turbulence level of the test section is equal to 0.1%; this value is

lower than the maximum one allowed by TSI 232/2008 European Rail
Agency (2008). The model is set over a splitter plate to correctly repro-
duce the block profile required by the standard,. The dimensions of the
plate are 2.5m� 3.8m. The corresponding boundary layer thickness at
model location on the ground board, δ95%, is approximately 61mm
(about 45mm from the top of the rail) corresponding to nearly 22% the
vehicle height in agreement with the TSI European Rail Agency (2008),
G.5.1.2.3.

The wind tunnel tests in the high-speed test section were performed
with different wind speeds ranged between U¼ 10m/s and U¼ 50m/s.
The corresponding Reynolds numbers, computed with the characteristic
dimension h equal to the reference height (h¼ 3m at real scale) range
from 1⋅105 to 5⋅105.

According to the TSI 232/2008 (par. G 5.1.2.4 European Rail Agency
(2008)), the Reynolds number independency is investigated in the range
0.2 Remax � Remax.

The maximum blockage ratio B has to be defined at a yaw angle of 30�

(par. G 5.1.2.1, European Rail Agency (2008)). It is calculated as the ratio
of the total modelled configuration (train modelþ flat ground) projected
side area to the wind tunnel cross section. For the considered configu-
ration, this parameter is equal to 4.85%. In agreement with the re-
quirements of European Rail Agency (2008), the blockage ratio is smaller
than 10%. According to the normative, for closed test section with this
value of blockage ratio no blockage correction is needed.

As required in the TSI 232/2008, tests are performed in low turbu-
lence and steady-state conditions even if these ones may differ from the
real ones. Actually, according to numerical and experimental analyses on
different trains (Premoli et al., 2016, Hemida and Baker, 2010, Zhang
et al., 2016, Cheli et al., 2013, Niu et al., 2017), the aerodynamic co-
efficients in real operating conditions (with moving models and turbu-
lence) may differ from the ones measured in these simplified tests by 5%–

15%. However, wind tunnel tests performed in this research aimed at
evaluating the effects of train-set composition, (especially of the gap
between containers) on aerodynamic coefficients. These effects are
associated to macro physical mechanisms affecting the separation size
and the nature of boundary layer enveloping the wagon (Li et al., 2017)
and are not significantly influenced by the atmospheric boundary layer
and not steady-state conditions (Hemida and Baker, 2010, Soper et al.,
2015). In conclusion, considering the target of the analysis and the ex-
pected effect of atmospheric boundary layer and moving ground, the
adopted experimental set-up was considered adequate for the purpose.

2.2. Train-set model

As already mentioned, the trainset tested in the wind tunnel is made
up of one front engine and two wagons.

Table 2 lists the three main dimensions, length, width and height of
the full scale vehicles and the nominal dimensions for the 1:20 scaled
model.

The focus of the research consists on measuring the global aero-
dynamic forces and moments acting on each wagon and on each
container individually. Therefore, particular care was taken when
designing the model of the wagons, so that miniaturized force balances
could be secured on the flat car allowing measurement of aerodynamic
forces and moments on the container.

The models of the engine and the containers were built with machine-
cut polyurethane model boards, while the flat-car are made of
aluminium. Each vehicle is equipped with a steel pole (Fig. 2) providing
the constraint to the scenario; as far as the wagons is concerned, the steel
poles are linked to two 6-components force balances; the engine is
instead directly fasten on the scenario. The stiffness of the fastening
system is high enough to ensure that the dynamics of the model is
negligible. The constraints allow to adjust the position of the three ve-
hicles along both longitudinal and vertical direction.

Fig. 3 shows the three vehicles, with particular focus on themodel of a
wagon; as can be noticed, the container can be easily linked to the bal-
ance fixed on the flat car.

2.2.1. Aerodynamic forces measurement
Two 6-components industrial RUAG model 192 force balances have

been connected below the two freight carriages of the convoy to measure
the global aerodynamic forces acting on the vehicles. The force balance is
connected to the train model bymeans of a steel pole (Fig. 2) in the center
of the underbody. The stiffness of the connection ensures that the aero-
dynamic forces that arise on all the external surfaces of the vehicle model
are transferred only to the dynamometric balance.

The accuracy of the force measurements has been evaluated per-
forming symmetry checks between positive and negative yaw angles
coefficients: this method takes into account the uncertainties due to the
instrument but also to the set-up layout. The value, expressed in terms of
standard deviation of the corresponding force/moment coefficients is
reported in Table 3.

A miniaturized six-components force balance (ATI model mini45) is
located at the interface between each container and the flat car (Figs. 2
and 3); this allows to measure all the aerodynamic forces and moments
exerted on the container alone. Each flat car is designed so that balances
can be moved and fasten in three positions: a single balance at the center
of a 40 ft container and two balances at the center of 2 20 ft containers. As
shown in Fig. 2, models of the containers are provided with inner room
designed to host the balance.

2.2.2. Aerodynamic force coefficients
According to the CEN standard (CEN, 2010), the non-dimensional

coefficients are defined as follows:

CFi ¼
Fi

1=2ρSU
2

CMi ¼
Mi

1=2ρhSU
2

(1)

where Fi (i¼ x,y,z) are the aerodynamic force components in the train's
reference system (Fig. 4) and Mi (i¼ x,y,z) are the corresponding mo-

ments. In equation (1), ρ is the air density, U2 is the mean square value of
the wind speed, h is equal to 3m (full scale), and S is a standard reference
surface equal to 10m2 (full scale). The components of forces and mo-
ments are expressed according to the CEN convention reported in Fig. 4.

All the coefficients are evaluated at the midpoint of the track at top of
the rail (see Fig. 2), while the rolling moment is calculated both with



Fig. 2. Connections of the miniaturized in-
ternal force balance for the model of 40 ft
container (12.19 m long) (a) and for the two
models of 20 ft containers (6.1 m long). Di-
mensions in model scale and [full scale]
milliliters.

Fig. 3. Assembly of the experimental set up.

Table 3
Overall uncertainties associated to the dynamometric balance and to the whole experi-
mental setup.

CFx CFy CFz CMx;lee

Vehicle 0.05 0.15 0.1 0.1
Container – – 0.13 0.05
respect to the middle of the track (CMx) and with respect to the lee rail
(CMx lee).

In this study the same normalization was also used to calculate the
force and moment coefficients on the containers alone. The use of a fixed
reference area is helpful since the comparison of the force coefficients in
different layouts means exactly a comparison in terms of wind force (all
the wind forces have been normalized with the same area).

2.3. Test conditions

2.3.1. Test scenario
The infrastructure scenario is the flat ground one (TSI European Rail

Agency (2008)). It was reproduced with a ground board in order to have
a block profile of the mean wind speed (see Par. 2.1). The ground board is



Fig. 4. Reference adopted for measuring forces and moments
(CEN convention).

Table 4
Trainset load distribution layouts.

Layout 1st wagon 2nd wagon Scheme

1 40 ft container 40 ft container 2
1

2 40 ft container 1 20 ft container rear 2
1

3 40 ft container 2 20 ft containers 2
1

4 empty 2 20 ft containers 2
1

5 empty 1 20 ft container rear 2
1

6 empty 40 ft container 2
1

7 40 ft container empty 2
1

8 empty empty 2
1

supported by an aluminium platform and the top is placed at a height of
0.350m from the wind tunnel floor. Fig. 5 shows the configuration of
testing within the walls of the high-speed test section.

2.3.2. Trainset layout
During the experimental campaign eight load layouts were tested,

varying the size and the position of the gaps between the containers on
the wagons, ranging from an unloaded condition to a full-load one (see
Table 4). Two types of containers were considered:

� 40 ft container, 12.19m long;
� 20 ft container, 6.1m long.

3. Experimental results

Lateral wind loads are important both for the train stability but also
for the anchorage of the container itself. The two topics are investigated
separately in the two following paragraphs: section 3.1 refers to the
overall wind load and the aerodynamic drag coefficient is also presented
while section 3.2 refer to the container wind load.
Fig. 5. Drawing of the scenario within the high speed test room.
3.1. Overall wind loads on wagons (flat-car þ container)

We firstly investigate the trainset aerodynamic properties in terms of
drag resistance: only the layouts with the 40 ft containers are included in
the comparison, while the effect of the 20 ft containers are discussed in
the following section. Fig. 6 shows the drag coefficient for the front (F)
and rear (R) wagon in the different layouts. Results at yaw angle 0� are
indicative for a train that is running without lateral wind: we identify the
worst aerodynamic condition for the rear wagon of the layout L6 that is a
wagon preceded by an empty one (CFx ¼ �0:55). We measured the lower
drag in the layout L1-F that is a wagon preceded by the power car and
followed by another loaded wagon. Since the power car size is similar to
the one of a loaded wagon, this layout can be also assumed as a container
preceded and followed by a loaded one. The other intermediate condi-
tions (L2-F, L7-F and L1-R) are representative of a wagon preceded by a
loaded one and followed by an empty one. Also in this case the drag is
higher than that found for the layout L1-F but the effect of a gap behind a
wagon is lower than a gap in front the container. For comparison
Fig. 6. Drag coefficient on the front (F) and rear (R) wagons for different
trainset layouts.



Fig. 8. Vertical force coefficient on the front (F) and rear (R) wagons for
different trainset layouts.

Fig. 9. Lee rail rolling moment coefficient on the front (F) and rear (R)
wagons for different trainset layouts.
purposes the drag for an empty vehicle (L8-R) is also presented in the 
graph. We can summarize that the presence of a loaded wagon in both 
positions (preceding and following) has a positive effect on the drag.

Similar qualitative conclusions can be found in Li et al. (2017), where 
the effects of gaps before and behind containers on aerodynamic drag are 
studied by means of wind tunnel tests on double-stacked containers. The 
authors point out that the front gap dominates the drag variation; 
moreover, experimental results reveal that drag is expected to increase 
when the front/rear gap is enlarged up to 12 times the width of the 
container. The only comparison we can perform to understand if different 
gaps lead to different drag variations, is between layout L1-R, charac-
terized by an infinite rear gap (it is the last vehicle in the convoy), and 
layout L2-F, characterized by a rear gap of about 3 times the width of a 
container. At zero wind angle, the drag of these two configurations is 
almost the same; this result could be due mainly to the measurement 
uncertainty associated to the longitudinal component.

The presence of lateral wind has different effects on the longitudinal 
force coefficient: the layout L6-R has an almost constant drag up to 10� 

but for higher angles it strongly increases up to values higher (in 
magnitude) than CFx ¼ �0:9. In the layout L1-F we observe a drag 
reduction in presence of small lateral winds (β ¼ 10deg), but also in this 
case the drag than increases having a maximum at β ¼ 30deg. The last 
vehicle of the convoy (L1-R) is strongly penalized by the lateral wind 
having the drag that is doubled at β ¼ 30deg with respect to 0.

In a similar way all the trainsets investigated shows the higher drag 
resistance at β ¼ 30deg.

To investigate the crosswind effects, the most important forces are the 
moment coefficient with respect to the longitudinal axis CMx, the lateral 
force coefficient CFy (Fig. 7) and the vertical force coefficient CFz (Fig. 8). 
The combined effect of these forces in terms of rollover risk is often 
represented by the rolling moment coefficient with respect to the leeward 
rail CMx,lee (Fig. 9), that is also used in the simplified method for the 
evaluation of the rollover risk in the European standard EN 14067-6 
(CEN, 2010). The analysis is again limited to the 40 ft container trainsets. 
As observed in several studies, different behaviours are displayed as a 
function of yaw angles for front and rear vehicles. The first wagons show 
a monotonic increasing trend, up to about 50� followed by a decreasing 
one. The rear vehicles are instead characterized by an almost increasing 
trend up to 90� with a steeper gradient in the range 0�–45�.

A comparison in terms of values of aerodynamic coefficients can be 
made with Hemida and Baker, (2010) and Soper et al. (2015). In the first 
paper, CFD calculations were carried out on a freight train with several 
identical wagons at with crosswind at 90�. Computation resulted in co-
efficients almost double with respect to the values presented in this 
paper, but the wagon geometry and the boundary conditions are signif-
Fig. 7. Lateral force coefficient on the front (F) and rear (R) wagons for
different trainset layouts.

icantly different.
The moving-model tests with crosswind at 30� presented in Soper
et al. (2015) allow to measure values closer to those of Figs. 7–9. For the
configuration corresponding to the layout L1-F, the measured coefficients
are CFy¼ 1.7 and CMx,lee¼ 1.52 (recalculated according to the coefficient
definition adopted in this paper). Considering that the lateral area of the
containers in Soper et al. (2015) is about 25% greater (container length
L¼ 18.29m), these coefficients rescaled are lower than the correspond-
ing coefficients evaluated in this study of about 30%. Differences in terms
of the absolute values can be justified considering that, in Soper et al.
(2015), the model is moving and the forces are evaluated by discrete
integration of the pressure distributions. The coefficient CFz¼ 2.32 is on
the contrary higher than that plotted in Fig. 8 of about 20% but it is
evaluated considering only the pressure distribution on the top of
container and this leads, according to the same authors, to an over-
estimation of this value.

By observing Fig. 9, the worst absolute condition is visible for the
layout L1-Front at 50� where CMx,lee is close to 4. At smaller angles
(<50�), the forces on a wagon that is preceded by an empty one (L6-R)
can be up to 20% higher than in case of a fully loaded train (L1-F).
Moreover, we can identify a small reduction effect at intermediate angles
(30–50�) in the trainsets L2-F and L7-F that is caused by the following
empty gap. The gap probably allows for a pressure recovery in the
container downwind side reducing the suction.

At higher yaw angles (50�–60�), the worst condition for the crosswind
risk is represented by the fully loaded train (L1-F) but, considering only
the rear position in the convoy, the isolated wagon (configuration L6-R)



Fig. 10. Lee-rail rolling moment coefficients on the 40 ft container, compar-
ison between the layouts: front position (a), rear position vs L1-front (b).

Fig. 11. Lee-rail rolling moment coefficients on the 20 ft container, compar-
ison between the layouts.
is more critical than the wagon preceded by a wagon and followed by an 
empty gap (L1-R) at all yaw angles.

It is possible to conclude that, for rear vehicles, the pejorative effect 
associated to a gap in front of the container reduces with increasing yaw 
angle and, for ‘low-speed’ trains, which are characterized by most critical 
angles between 40� and 55� (Giappino et al., 2016), this effect reduces to 
about 10%.

3.2. Wind loads on containers

In Fig. 10 a comparison between the lee-rail rolling moment coeffi-
cient measured on the 40 ft containers is presented. Since the major 
contribution to the lee-rail rolling moment is due to the lateral force, and 
this force is mainly associated to the wind action on the container and not 
on the flat car, conclusions similar to those drawn from the previous 
analysis can be found. In particular, Fig. 10 shows a comparison between 
the containers set respectively in the front position (first wagon, just after 
the locomotive, Fig. 10-a) and in the rear position (Fig. 10-b). In the first 
condition, as expected, the coefficients of layouts L1 and L3 are equiva-
lent and greater than those of L2 and L7: indeed, in these last layouts, the 
container is followed by an empty wagon which allows a reduction of the 
suction on the container downwind surface and, as a consequence, a 
lower rolling moment. In Fig. 10-b, considering just the rear containers, 
as already observed in the analysis of the wagons, the presence of an 
empty flat wagon in front of a container increases the crosswind action 
and the lee-rail rolling moment of L6 is higher than that of L1; anyway, 
just around the most critical angles for ‘low speed’ trains (40�–55�), the 
difference between the two configurations reduces significantly. The 
intersection of the two curves at 40� is mainly is due to the vertical force 
coefficient (as shown in Giappino et al. (2014)) that reaches a higher 
value with the L1 configuration.

Finally, from the same figure and considering the L1-front and the L6-
rear, it is possible to make a comparison between the two intermediate 
conditions, container preceded and followed by an empty wagon (L6) 
and container preceded and followed by fully loaded wagons (L1, front 
position). As found for the wagons, at low wind angles, L6 shows higher 
coefficients than L1 and then, for greater wind angles, the two curves are 
almost equivalent.

Fig. 11 shows the force coefficients on the small container (20 ft). Of 
course, due to the lateral surface that is halved, the overall forces are 
significantly lower than the ones on the 40 ft container. The lowest lee-
rail rolling moment coefficients are those of L3 and L4 in rear position 
because they have in front of them a fully loaded wagon and behind an 
empty wagon: as already observed, both these conditions reduce the 
overturning coefficient and so these layouts represent the best configu-
ration for the cross wind problem at all yaw angles. At 30� of yaw angle, 
the rolling moment coefficient of the layout L3-R is lower than the 
reference layout L3-F of about 26%. The layout L4-F is characterized by a 
container preceded by an empty wagon and followed by a fully loaded 
one; according to the findings already presented for the wagon and the 
40 ft containers, this corresponds to the worst configuration. At a yaw 
angle of 30�, the rolling moment coefficient of L4-F is higher than the 
reference layout L3-F of about 37%. But, at higher yaw angles, and, in 
particular, in the range 40�–55�, the differences between these two 
configurations reduce significantly.

The other three layouts are characterized by intermediate conditions: 
in L2 and L5, containers are both preceded and followed by empty 
wagons; in L3-FRONT containers are preceded and followed by fully 
loaded wagons. As found for the 40 ft containers, at low wind angles, the 
worst operating condition is the one of L5 and L2 (with L2 a bit better, 
due to the shorter empty wagon in front of the container). On the other 
hand, at greater wind angles, the coefficient of layout L3-FRONT reaches 
the maximum and then remains significantly higher, to a constant value 
equivalent to that found with L4-FRONT. As shown in Fig. 12, this 
behavior is not associated to the rolling moment component, which is 
almost the same for the three layouts at angles higher than 60�, but is due
to the vertical force coefficient. In the same range of wind angles, this
coefficient with L3-FRONT layout reaches values 4 times higher than
those measured with the other two considered layouts.

3.3. Discussion of the results

The analysis of the lee-rail rolling moment coefficient measured on
the containers alone allows to confirm the results found for the whole



Fig. 12. Rolling moment coefficient (a) and vertical force coefficient (b) on
the 20 ft container: comparison between the layouts L2-REAR, L3-FRONT and
L5-REAR.
wagon also in the more variety of configurations tested with the 20 ft
containers.

A similar analysis has been performed in Soper et al. (2015), by means
of crosswind experiments on a moving-model of a freight train. Consid-
ering a 30� crosswind angle, the authors have compared a train with full
loading efficiency with two reduced loading configuration trains. They
have found that, with respect to the full loading configuration (equiva-
lent to L1-F of this paper):

� a large gap before the measuring wagon leads to lateral force and
rolling moment coefficients 25–30% higher, in agreement with the
results presented in this paper, at the same yaw angle;

� a gap behind the measuring wagon leads to equivalent lateral forces
but higher rolling moment, contrary to what observed in this paper.

In general, also considering the results of this paper, the effect asso-
ciated to a gap in front of a container is quantitatively more significant
than the effect of a gap in the rear.

Considering now the second comparison, as the lateral force is the
same, we can conclude that the differences in the rolling moment are
associated to the vertical force. As already mentioned, neglecting the
pressure distribution in the underbody of the container could lead to
uncertainties in the evaluation of vertical force and, consequently, in the
rolling moment calculation. Finally, part of the differences observed in
the second comparison, can also be due to a different gap behind the
container.
In conclusion, the experimental results presented in this paper
allowed to analyse how the differences between the layouts determined
by the wind yaw angle. More in particular, the attention has been focused
on the range of the critical angles of attack which, for freight trains with a
maximum speed of Vmax¼ 120 km/h, is higher than that typical for high
speed trains (Vmax¼ 300–350 km/h).

It has been found that, especially around these critical angles, the
differences between the layouts at 30� are reduced and the lee-rail rolling
moment is significantly influenced by the vertical force. On the other
hand, this component is the most sensitive to the train-rail relative mo-
tion (Premoli et al., 2016), not reproduced with steady model tests, but
very difficult to measure also with moving model tests (Soper et al.,
2015).

For the future, more in-depth analyses, numerical or experimental,
would be necessary to correctly measure this specific component in the
interesting range of wind angles, accounting for the vehicle motion.

Finally, especially for the correct evaluation of the drag coefficient in
terms of absolute value in presence of lateral wind, a convoy more
complete and long should be useful.

4. Conclusions

The paper investigated the aerodynamic loads on freight trains by
means of wind tunnel tests on reduced steady scaled models. Tests in this
work have been carried out for all yaw angles between wind and train-set
ranging from 0� to 90�, in order to correctly evaluate the risk of over-
turning accounting for all the possible directions of the relative wind-
train velocity and, specifically, for the range of angles 40�–55�, which
corresponds to the critical angles for ‘low speed’ trains
(Vmax¼ 80–120 km/h).

Analyses have been carried out for different layouts on lee-rail rolling
moment coefficient, for the risks connected to the overturning due to
crosswind and on longitudinal force coefficient, for the problems asso-
ciated to the energy consumption. As expected, significant differences
has been found depending on the pattern of the containers. As far as the
longitudinal coefficient is concerned, the positive effects due to the
presence of an upwind loaded vehicle are confirmed but also the pres-
ence of a following loaded vehicle gives additional benefits. Considering
the lateral wind, we found some reduction at small yaw angles (10�) but
at higher angles the drag always increases.

With regard to the lee rail rolling moment coefficient, by analysing
both the whole wagons and the containers alone in a great variety of
layouts, it is possible to conclude that, for the overturning risk and for the
forces acting on the container anchorage:

� the better boundary condition for a wagon is to be preceded by a fully
loaded wagon and followed by an empty wagon;

� for yaw angles up to 40�, the condition with a fully loaded wagon in
the front and back is better than that with an empty wagon in the
front and back (and, even more so, than that with an empty wagon
just in the front, which represents the worse configuration). For an-
gles between 45� and 55�, which are the most critical for ‘low speed’
trains, these differences reduce significantly and, in some cases,
reverse.

The measured coefficients can be used by dynamic numerical multi-
body models which allow to calculate the Characteristic Wind Curves
that are the limit wind speeds which make the vehicle overcome the
rollover safety limits (TSI HS RST, 2008 and EN 14067-6, 2010). On the
other hand, these curves are strictly related to the lee rail rolling moment
coefficient and, consequently, a more general conclusion can be drawn
right away. For the rollover risk to crosswind, in case of a freight convoy
not fully loaded, it is safer to group all the containers in a way that they
are adjacent each other rather than positioning each container isolated
from the others.
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